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LITHUANIA

Largest Baltic State

Area 65,286 km²
Population 2.8 million
GDP per capita (€28 145, 2018)

Lithuanian
One of the world‘s oldest languages 

Vilnius
Capital city

Euro
Currency

EU, NATO, WTO, Shengen, OECD
Members

Lithuania: Baltic Country
in Northern Europe



Vilnius

About Jonava region:

Jonava region municipality is one of the 60 
municipalities in Lithuania. It has the ninth largest city in 
Lithuania. It is located in the middle of country, only 30 
min away from the second largest city in Lithuania, 
Kaunas.

Key figures:

Size - 944 km² 
Population – 42077; 
Unempoyment rate – 10,7 %;
Average monthly wage –832 EUR.

Jonava region
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Jonava’s network of partner cities

Vadul lui Voda (Moldova) Pucioasa (Romania) Zugdidi (Georgia) Decin (Czech Republic) Jogeva (Estonia)

Polotsk (Belarus) Riihimaki (Finland) Kedzierzyn - Kozle (Poland) Bagrationovsk (Russia) Smila (Ukraine)



Pedestrian and bicycle
friendly city

Jonavas’ bicycle network is over 19 km long, 

and connects city centre to residential 

neighborhoods and, nature.



Improved infrastructure and 
traffic safety

Jonava region is installing modern traffic 

safety measures, renovates and imporoves 

it’s infrastructure



Promoting professional 
sports and culture

Jonava sports arena is a modern and 

versatile sports and entertainment complex 

with a capacity of 2000 seats.



Home to one of the biggest
Lithuanian companies
AB “ACHEMA”

Achema is a leading producer of nitrogen 

fertilizers and chemical products in Lithuania 

and the Baltic states. Achema employs more 

than 1300 people; annual fertilizer production 

accounts to about 2.0 million tonnes with a 

revenue exceeding 420 million euro.



NATO base

Rukla is an important spot for the Lithuanian 

armed forces. Currently it houses at least 

four battalions, vast training grounds and an 

airfield.



What’s next?

Jonava region is committed to improve its 

infrastructure, promote sustainable mobility 

and ever increasing  living quality standarts 

for its residents.

Jonava region has a long industrial history, 

therefore the region has ambitious plans to 

establish a free economic zone .

Jonava
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